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1 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔ1. IntrodutionIn the previous paper [1℄ the time-asymmetri model of the relativistitwo-partile system with on�ning interation was proposed, and thelassial dynamis of this system was analyzed. Semilassial estimatesof the mass spetrum shown that the model an be a good andidate forthe relativisti potential model of mesons. The present paper is devotedto a quantization of this model.Nonrelativisti models of hadrons involve potential whih onsists ofthe short-range and long-range parts (for example, the Coulomb + lin-ear potential) [2℄. The short-range potential follows from the perturba-tive quantum hromodynamis (QCD) while the long-range one is builtrather phenomenologially. Simplest relativisti models are onstrutedas single-partile wave equations [3℄ with the nonrelativisti potentialand, possibly, spin orretions. More onsistent models are based onthe relativisti diret interation theory (RDIT) [4℄, mainly, in variousHamiltonian versions [5{7℄. Given a nonrelativisti potential, RDIT al-lows one to onstrut (although non-uniquely) the onsistent relativistimodel of few-body system. The examples of suh potential models ofhadrons are presented in Refs [8℄.We are based on another approah to RDIT, the formalism of Fokker-type ation integrals [9℄. It permits the treatment of partile interationin terms of the retarded and advaned solutions of lassial �eld equa-tions. In the onsidered time-asymmetri model the short-range inter-ation was built with the Lienard-Wiehert potentials whih satisfy theYang-Mills equations with moving point-like soures [1℄. For the long-range interation we proeeded with the lassial 4th-order equations forthe e�etive Yang{Mills �eld averaged over quantum utuations [10℄.Abelian retarded and advaned solutions to these equations obtained inRef. [1℄ provide the on�nement of interating partiles.Both the short- and long-range interations were hosen as the time-asymmetri ones, i.e., as if the �rst partile pereives the retarded �eldof the seond partile while the latter senses the advaned �eld of the�rst partile. From the physial point of view the time-asymmetri inter-ation is not too arti�ial for mesons whih are quark-antiquark systems.Indeed, following the Dira treatment an antipartile an be onsideredas a partile moving bakwards in time and thus generating the advaned�eld. On the other hand, this hoie allowed us to redue the Fokker-typeintegral to a single-time ation. Then we onstruted various Hamilto-nian desriptions of the model whih are the base for a quantization.Here we use the three-dimensional Hamiltonian desription of the
ICMP{00{13E 2model in the point form of relativisti dynamis [5℄. The omplexity ofthe total mass of the system as a funtion of anonial variables does notpermit us (even in the ase without short-range interation) to onstruta relevant Hermitian operator leading to a solvable quantum model.Instead, we modify a quantization proedure by the onstrution of themass-shell equation. It has a struture of stationary Shr�odinger equationwith potential depending on the energy (i.e., the total mass in our ase).The solution to the mass-shell equation is searh as the expansionseries in the Jaobi polynomials. This allow us to redue the eigenvalueproblem to an algebrai equation in terms of ontinued fration. Thenwe analyze the asymptoti behaviour of the mass spetrum and presentnumerial results.The paper is organized as follows. In Se.2 we onsider the lassi-al time-asymmetri model with purely on�ning (long-range) intera-tion. Following Refs [1,11℄ we reformulate the Fokker-type version of themodel into the anonial formalism with onstraints and then into thethree-dimensional Hamiltonian formalism (see also Appendix A). Theanonial quantization is performed in Se.3. It leads to the mass-shellequation analyzed in Se.4. The eigenvalue problem is redued to an al-gebrai equation expressed via the ontinued fration (some remarks onontinued frations are olleted in Appendix B). The spetrum mass for` = 0 and `� 0 is analyzed in Subse. 4.1 and 4.2, respetively. In Se.5we inlude the short-range interation in the model. Numerial resultsare presented in Se.6.2. Classial time{asymmetri model with on�ninginterationWe begin our onsideration with the time-asymmetri two-partile modelwith purely on�ning (i.e., long-range) interation. It is based on thetime-asymmetri Fokker-type ation of the following form [1℄:I = Ifree + Ionf ; (1)where Ifree = � 2Xa=1maZ d�ap _z2a (2)is a free-partile term, andIonf = ��Z Z d�1d�2(z � _z1)(z � _z2)D�(z) (3)



3 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔdesribes the on�ning interation with the oupling onstant �. Herema (a = 1; 2) is the rest mass of ath partile; z�a (�a) (� = 0; :::; 3) are theovariant oordinates of ath partile in the Minkowski spae M 4 ; �a is anarbitrary evolution parameter on the ath world line; _z�a (�a) � dz�a=d�a;z� � z�1 � z�2 ; D�(z) = 2�(�z0)Æ(z2) is the retarded (for � = +1) oradvaned (� = �1) Green's funtion of d'Alembert equation. The time-like Minkowski metris, i.e., k���k = diag(+;�;�;�), is hosen, and thelight speed is put to be unit.The model makes the sense if partile world lines are timelike, i.e.,_z2a > 0. In the nonrelativisti limit this model gives the linear potentialUonf = �r.Following Refs [1,11℄ we reformulate the model into the single-timemanifestly ovariant Hamiltonian formalism on the 16-dimensional phasespae T�M 24 parameterized by the partile positions z�a and onjugatedmomenta pa�. The anonial generators of Poinar�e group ating ontothis spae have the standard kinemati form:P� = 2Xa=1 pa�; J�� = 2Xa=1(za�pa� � za�pa�): (4)Due to the parametri invariane of the desription the anonial Hamil-tonian vanishes while there are two �rst lass onstraints. One of them,the light-one onstraint, is holonomi:z2 = 0; �z0 > 0; i:e:; �z0 = jzj: (5)Here z � (zi = �zi) (i = 1; 2; 3). Another, the mass-shell onstraint,determines the dynamis of the model. It has the following form:�(P 2; �2; P � z; � � z) � �free + �onf = 0; (6)where �� � w� � z� P �w=P �z, w� � (p1� � p2�)=2,�free = 14P 2 � 12 (m21 +m22) + (m21 �m22) v �zP �z + v2; (7)�onf = � 2� b1b2�P �z ; (8)ba � � ( 12P �z � (�)av �z) ; a = 1; 2: (9)The Poinar�e-invariane of these onstraints guarantees that the gener-ators (4) are onserved.The Hamiltonian desription is equivalent to the Fokker one providedthe following onditions hold:P 2 > 0; P0 > 0; ba > 0; a = 1; 2: (10)
ICMP{00{13E 4They determine a physial domain in the phase spae T�M 24 .The next step towards quantization is the onstrution of the three-dimensional Hamiltonian desription of the model. The reformulationof the time-asymmetri models into the three-dimensional Hamiltonianformalism was desribed in Ref [11℄. It onsists in the elimination of fourtimelike anonial variables by means of the pair of �rst-lass onstraintsand the pair of gauge-�xing onstraints. The hoie of one of the gauge-�xing onstraints determines the evolution parameter t as well as theform of relativisti dynamis [5{7℄ in the redued 12-dimensional phasespae P. In Refs [1,11℄ the instant form of dynamis was built. Here we�x the evolution parameter by the following onstraint:2Xa=1 za � pajP j � t = 0; (11)where jP j � pP 2. This hoie leads to the desription whih is verylose to the point form of dynamis [5℄.The tehnique of the redution proedure uses two suessive anon-ial transformations in T�M 24 whih are onerted with the struture ofonstraints and provide the parameterization of P with anonial vari-ables. Transformations relevant to the hoie (11) are written down inAppendix A.We use the external Qi; Pi and the internal �i; �i entre-of-massanonial variables (i = 1; 2; 3) satisfying standard Poisson-braket (PB)relations: fQi; Pjg = Æij , f�i; �jg = Æij (other PB vanish). In these termsthe dynamis of the model in P is determined by anonial generators ofPoinar�e group: P� = MG�; G0 �p1 +G2;Ji � " jki Jjk = " jki QjGk + Si;Ki � Ji0 = G0Qi + (G� S)i1 +G0 : (12)Here S � � � � is the total spin (the internal angular momentum) ofthe system, andM(�;�) is the total mass of the system whih takes therole of Hamiltonian, i.e., it generates the evolution in t.Hereafter we onsider the system of equal rest masses,m1 = m2 � m.Then the funtion M(�;�) is determined by the following mass-shellequation:�(M;�;�) � (1� �)� M416�2 � �2��� M2m24�2 � S2�2 = 0; (13)



5 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔwhere � � j�j, S � jSj, �� � � �n and n � �=�. The equation (13) mustbe omplemented by the ondition j��j < 14M2=� whih follows from(10). Then the only positive solution of this equation,M =vuut2 m21� � +s4�2��2� + S2(1� �)�2�+ m4(1� �)2!; (14)satis�es the inequality M � 2m. It exists in the domain0 < � < 1: (15)Partile trajetories possessing nonrelativisti and free-partile limits en-tirely belong to this domain.Besides the anonial realization of the Poinar�e group, the equations(A.4), (A.7) permit to obtain the partile positions z�a as funtions of theanonial variables, what makes it possible to build partile world linesin the Minkowski spae M 4 . They was analyzed in Ref [1℄. Here we notethat in the entre-of-mass referene frame (where P = 0) the relativedistane between partiles r = 12M�=�. Then it follows from (15) thatthe lassial system does not exeeds the extension 12M=�.3. QuantizationLet us put ~ = 1 and introdue quantum operators ^Qi; ^Pi; ^�i; ^�i sat-isfying ommutational relations: [ ^Qi; ^Pj ℄ = iÆij , [^�i; ^�j ℄ = iÆij (other om-mutators vanish). Using (G;�)-representation with the basis jG;�i =jGi 
 j�i, ^GjGi = GjGi; hG0jGi = G0Æ3(G0 �G); (16)^�j�i = �j�i; h�0j�i = Æ3(�0 � �); (17)splits the Hilbert spae H,j	i = Z d3GG0 Z d3� 	(G;�)jG;�i; j	i 2 H; (18)with the Poinar�e-invariant inner produth�j	i = Z d3GG0 Z d3� ��(G;�)	(G;�); jh�j	ij <1 (19)into the external and internal spaes, H = Hext 
Hint.
ICMP{00{13E 6The unitary representation of Poinar�e group is generated by theHermitian operators: ^P0 = ^MG0; ^P = ^MG;^J = i ��G �G+ ^S;^K = iG0 ��G + G� ^S1 +G0 ; (20)where ^S = �i�� �=��.The mass operator ^M is supposed to be the positively de�nedPoinar�e-invariant Hermitian operator ating in Hint:[ ^M; ( ^S2; ^S3; ^G)℄ = 0: (21)Thus any eigenfuntion of ^M an be split as follows: 	(G;�) =	ext(G)	int(�), where 	ext(G) 2 Hext is arbitrary, and 	int(�) 2 Hintsatis�es the stationary Shr�odinger equation:^M	int(�) =M	int(�): (22)Then separating variables 	int(�) =  (�)Y`�(n), where Y`�(n) are thespherial harmonis:^S2Y`�(n) = `(`+ 1)Y`�(n); ` = 0; 1; :::;^S3Y`�(n) = �Y`�(n); � = �`; :::; `; (23)redues equation (22) to a one-dimensional problem for radial eigenfun-tion  (�) in the Hilbert spae L2(R+ ) with the inner produth'j irad = Z 10 �2d�'�(�) (�); jh'j iradj <1: (24)The umbersome lassial expression (14) for the mass funtion om-pliates the onstrution of relevant Hermitian operator. Moreover, theeigenvalue problem obtained in this way is not expeted to be solv-able. Thus we use another quantization proedure whih is inspired byquasipotential approah [12℄.Let us onstrut the Hermitian operator ^�(M) orresponding to las-sial funtion �(M;�;�), whereM is treated as a onstant. Then one anonsider, instead of the Shr�odinger equation (22), the quantum analogof the mass-shell equation (13):^�(M)	M = 0; (25)



7 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔwhere M is a spetral parameter. If ^�(M) involves M non-linearly, theeigenfuntions 	M are not orthogonal. The orthogonality an be renewedby the following rede�nition of inner produt [12℄:h	M 0 j	M i ! hh	M 0 j	M ii = *	M 0 ����� ^�(M 0)� ^�(M)M 0 �M �����	M+ : (26)In our ase, after separating variables, the mass-shell equation anbe presented in the form: ^�`(M) (�) = 0; (27)where^�`(M) = �   ``(1� �)�2� + (1� �) M416�2 � M2m24�2 � `(`+ 1)�2 (28)must be the Hermitian operator. Thus the operator   ``(1� �)�2� shouldbe an ordered onstrution of � and the radial momentum ^�� whih areHermitian in L2(R+ ) (24). We use the following symmetrization rule:  ``(1� �)�2� = (1� �)Æ^��(1� �)1�2Æ^��(1� �)Æ ; ^�� = � i� dd��; (29)where the quantization parameter Æ � 1 an be adjusted to physialdemands.4. Analysis of the mass-shell equationThe mass-shell equation (27) has the form of ordinary di�erential equa-tion: �(1� �) d2d�2 + 2� 3�� dd�+ �2(1� �)� 2�� � Æ21� � � 1� � `(`+ 1)�2 � (�) = 0; (30)where � � M24� ; � � m22� ; (31)and � is the dimensionless spetral parameter of the problem. Sineequation (30) inludes the quantization parameter as Æ2, one an putÆ � 0.

ICMP{00{13E 8The equation (30) has three ritial points � = 0; 1;1 at whih theeigenfuntion  (�) behaves as follows:�! 0 :  (�) � �` or ��(`+1);�! 1 :  (�) � (1� �)�Æ;�!1 :  (�) � exp(�i��): (32)We require of  (�) be a ontinuous funtion belonging to L2(R+ ). Thisdemand does not ontradit to estimates (32) if the following boundaryonditions are imposed:�! +0 :  (�) � �`;�! 1�0 :  (�) � (1� �)Æ ; Æ > 0;� � 1 :  (�) = 0: (33)In suh a way the on�nement ondition (15) is naturally brought onto aquantum level. In fat, we restrit the Hilbert spae L2(R+ ) to L2([0; 1℄)in whih the operator ^�`(M) remains to be Hermitian provided the on-ditions (33) hold.Using the substitution: (�) = exp(�i��)�`(1� �)Æ�(�); (34)and then expanding �(�) 2 L2([0; 1℄) into the series in the Jaobi poly-nomials [13℄: �(�) = 1Xk=0CkP (2Æ;2`+1)k (2�� 1); (35)redues the eigenfuntion problem (30) to the in�nite three-diagonal setof linear homogeneous equations for Ck:�kCk+1 + �kCk + �kCk�1 = 0; k = 0; 1; :::; (36)where �0 = 0 and�k = � i�(k + 2`+ 2)(k + 2Æ + 1)2(k + `+ Æ + 2) �1� i�k + `+ Æ + 3=2� ;�k = (k + `+ 1)(k + `+ 2Æ + 1)+ �� �1 + (`+ Æ + 1=2)(`� Æ + 1=2)(k + `+ Æ + 1=2)(k + `+ Æ + 3=2)� ;�k = � i�k(k + 2`+ 2Æ + 1)2(k + `+ Æ) �1� i�k + `+ Æ + 1=2� : (37)



9 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔIt is known [14℄ that the determinant of three-diagonal linear set anbe expressed in terms of ontinued frations (see [15℄; basi notions areolleted in Appendix B). The seular equation for the set (36) reads:�`(�) � b0 + 1Kk=1(ak=bk) = 0; (38)where bk = �k andak = ��k�1�k = � �2k(k + 2Æ)(k + 2`+ 1)(k + 2`+ 2Æ + 1)4(k + `+ Æ)(k + `+ Æ + 1)��1 + �2(k + `+ Æ + 1=2)2� (39)are real funtions of the spetral parameter � (in despite of the oeÆ-ients �k , �k be omplex). Sine the ontinued fration �`(�) meets theriterium of onventional onvergene (B.5), it represents a real funtionof �. Then positive solutions of the algebrai equation (38) form thespetrum of the system.4.1. Spetrum of S-statesIn the ase ` = 0 the ontinued fration �0(�) simpli�es by means ofthe equivalene transformation (B.6) with some rk:�0(�) = C�  �Æ+1=2 + 1Kk=1(�k+Æ+1=2=�k+Æ+1=2)!= C�Æ+1=2�  1Kk=0(�k+Æ+1=2=�k+Æ+1=2)!�1 ; (40)here C is a onstant, and�� = � (�+ 1)p�2 + �2�p(�+ 1)2 + �2 ; �� = (2�+ 1)[� + �(�+ 1)=�℄�p(�+ 1)2 + �2 : (41)Then using the ontinued fration representation of Coulomb wave fun-tions [15℄: F�(�; �)F��1(�; �) = � 1Kk=0(�k+�=�k+�); (42)redues equation (38) to the form:FÆ�1=2(�; �) = 0; � > 0: (43)
ICMP{00{13E 10This equation has an in�nite number of positive roots � = �n�(�) la-belled by the radial quantum number n� = 0; 1; ::: .Let us onsider the spetrum of S-states in two limiting ases.Nonrelativisti spetrum. In the hosen units of measurement the ou-pling onstant � has the dimension of mass (or energy) squared. Then inthe nonrelativisti ase the binding energy E = M � 2m is omparableto p� while the rest mass is large: m � p�. In dimensionless termsthis orresponds to � � 2� � 0. Using for this ase the asymptotirepresentation of the Coulomb wave funtion [13℄:F�(�; �) � Ai(x); (44)where Ai(x) is the Airy funtion, andx = (1� �=��)[�2 + �(� + 1)℄1=3; �� = � +p�2 + �(� + 1); (45)and solving the equation (43) givesp� = p2� + 12 (2�)�1=6xn�+1 +O(��5=6); (46)or (in dimensional terms),E =M � 2m � (�2=m)1=3xn�+1; (47)where (�xn) are zeros of the Airy funtion. Equation (47) desribesthe well-known nonrelativisti S-spetrum of two-partile system witha linear potential. We note that the dependene on the quantizationparameter appears as O(��3=2), i.e., far from the area of nonrelativistiapproximation.Ultrarelativisti spetrum: M !1. In the ase �!1 we have [13℄:F�(�; �) � sin(�� � ln 2�� ��=2 + ��); (48)where �� = arg�(�+ 1 + i�). Then equation (43) yields:M2 = ��(4n� + 2Æ + 3) + 2m2 ln[2�(n� + 1)℄� �Æ�1=2 +O(n�1� ): (49)The dependene of M2 on n� � 0 beomes asymptotially linear.4.2. Regge trajetories in the osillator approximationHere we onsider the asymptoti behaviour of the mass spetrum for`� 0. For this purpose we use the substitution (�) = '(�)�p1� � ; '(�) �!0� �`+1; '(�) �!1� (1� �)Æ+1=2 (50)



11 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔreduing the mass-shell equation to a two-term form:d2'(�)d�2 +��2 � 2��1� � � Æ2 � 1=4(1� �)2 � `(`+ 1)(1� �)�2�'(�) = 0: (51)Let us put for simpliity Æ = 1=2. Then equation (51) has a Shr�odinger-like form with the potentialU(�) = 2�� + =�21� � ;  � `(`+ 1) (52)depending on the spetral parameter �. If ` > 0, this potential has a loalminimum at some point �0 2 (0; 2=3) depending on � and satisfying theondition: U 0(�0) / 2���30 + (3�0 � 2) = 0: (53)Thus one an expand the potential (52) at the minimum,U(�) � U(�0) + 12U 00(�0)(�� �0)2 = 2�30 + 3(1� �0)�40 (�� �0)2; (54)and searh a solution of this osillator problem. A quantization onditionthen reads: �20r1� �03 ��2 � 2�30 � = 2n� + 1: (55)If n� � 1, the approximate solution di�ers exponentially little from theexat solutions of eq. (51).Eqs (53) and (55) form the set of algebrai equations with � and �0to be found. Solving this set with the usage of power series in ` leads tothe asymptoti formula:M2 = 6p3�(`+ n� + 1) + 6m2 +O(`�1) (56)whih represents the spetrum of the system at ` � n�. This spetrumfalls on the family of the leading (for n� = 0) and daughter's (n� > 0)linear Regge trajetories. In the ase of arbitrary quantization parameterone obtains the same result sine Æ-dependent terms our as O(`�1).5. Aounting a short-range interationThe short-range interation is introdued in the model by adding to theFokker-type ation (1) the following term [1℄:Ive = �Z Z d�1d�2( _z1 � _z2)D�(z): (57)
ICMP{00{13E 12It orresponds to the vetor-type interation whih in the nonrelativistilimit is desribed by the Coulomb potential UCoul = �=r with a ouplingonstant �. Then the mass-shell onstraint takes the form:�free + �onf + �ve � 2�� = 0; (58)where �ve is rather ompliated funtion. Here we restrit ourselves bylinear approximation in �:�ve = �(P 2 �m21 �m22)�P �z +O(�2): (59)Then the analysis of the model is quite similar to the purely on�nementase.The operator ^�`(M) (28) involved in the quantum mass-shell equa-tion (27) should be modi�ed as follows:^�`(M)! ^�`(M ;�) = ^�`(M) + � (1� �)M2 � 2m22�� : (60)This leads to the seular equation of the form (38) where the modi�edontinued fration �`(�;�) is de�ned by the elements:ak = � �2k(k + 2Æ)(k + 2`+ 1)(k + 2`+ 2Æ + 1)4(k + `+ Æ)(k + `+ Æ + 1)��1 + (� + �)2(k + `+ Æ + 1=2)2� ;bk = (k + `+ 1)(k + `+ 2Æ + 1) + 2��+ ��� � �+ (� + �)(`+ Æ + 1=2)(`� Æ + 1=2)(k + `+ Æ + 1=2)(k + `+ Æ + 3=2)� : (61)In the osillator approximation one obtains the asymptoti mass spe-trum:M2 = 6p3�(`+ n� + 1) + 6(m2 � ��) +O(`�1); `� n�: (62)It oinides with the semilassial result of Ref. [1℄1.6. Numerial results and disussionThe model with long- and short-range interations represents the rel-ativisti generalization of Coulomb + linear potential model. Both the1The author asks pardon for errors made in eqs.(77) and (93) of Ref.[1℄ where theexpression : : :� 3��) : : : is to be read as : : :� ��) : : :



13 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔrelativisti and nonrelativisti problems are not exatly solvable. Butthe former has that advantage it admits of the algebrai seular equa-tion �`(�;�) = 0. Sine the funtion �`(�;�) is expressed exatly interms of ontinued fration, standard numerial algorithms an be ap-plied to solve the seular equation with arbitrary auray [14,15℄. As aresult one obtains the mass spetrum or (if to let ` 2 R+ ) the family ofleading and daughter's Regge trajetories.In the Figs 1{4 we present few examples of Regge trajetories. Theyare obtained by adjusting the parameters m, � and � to the massesof some unavoured mesons. All these parameters (espeially, m) areavour-dependent (see Tabl. 1) while the quantization parameter Æweakly inuenes spetra. Thus here we do not use Æ as an adjustableparameter and put Æ = 1=2 (in this ase the operator (29) simpli�es).Up to spin e�ets the obtained masses of mesons and quarks orre-late well with the experimental data [16℄. This is onerned espeiallywith the Regge trajetories for heavy b�b and � mesons (Figs 1 and 2,respetively). For light mesons spin e�ets are essential, but they annotbe desribed by the present model. In this ase the validity of the modelan be estimated by the onsideration of Regge trajetories for mesonswith a similar spin struture. Here we hoose those light mesons whihan be treated as 3``+1 states. Corresponding Regge trajetories for s�sand l�l mesons (l means u or d) are presented in Figs 3 and 4, respetively.They agree well with the linear asymptoti formula (62) even at ` � 1.The presented here mathematis and numerial results suggest thefurther elaboration of the model. The generalization to the ase of di�er-ent rest masses is straightforward. More important task is the aountingspin e�ets. It implies, �rstly, the onstrution of the Fokker-type ationfor on�ning system of spinning partiles and, seondly, the hamiltoniza-tion and quantization of this model. As a guideline to this task one antake the desription of relativisti spinning partiles within the frame-work of Wheeler-Feynman dynamis [17℄.AknowledgmentThe author is grateful to Professors Ju. Darewyh and V. Tretyak forhelpful disussion of this work.
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ICMP{00{13E 16Table 1Figure No Mesons q�q m [GeV ℄ � � [GeV 2℄Figure 1 �; �b b�b 4.73 0.45 0.20Figure 2 �; h;  ; � � 1.25 0.37 0.21Figure 3 �; f 0 s�s 0.10 0.40 0.12Figure 4 �; a l�l 0.005 0.80 0.11AppendixA. Transition into the three-dimensional Hamiltonian formal-ism in the point form of relativisti dynamisThe �rst anonial transformation(y�; P�; x�; w�) 7! (Q�; M; Gi; ��; !�); (A.1)is determined by means of the generating funtion:W (y;M;G; x; !) =MG� y� + (2�=M)!� �(G)�� x�; (A.2)where y� � (z�1 + z�2 )=2, G0 � p1 +G2, and the matrix k�(G)��k 2SO(1; 3) has the form:k���k =  G0 GjGi Æij + GiGj1 +G0  : (A.3)Using the relationsP� = �W=�y� =MG�;Q0 = �W=�M = G � y � (2�=M2)!� ��� x�;Qi = �W=�Gi =M(yi � y0Gi=G0) + (2�=M)!� x� ����=�Gi;w� = �W=�z� = (2�=M)!� ���;�� = �W=�!� = (2�=M)��� z� (A.4)one an obtain this transformation in an expliit form.The seond anonial transformation(Q0; Qi; M; Gi; �0; �i; !0; !i)7! ( �Q0; Qi; M; Pi; ��0; �i; !0; �i) (A.5)



17 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔwhih is determined by the generating funtion:~W =M(Q0 � t) +GiQi + !0(�0 � �j�j) + �i�i: (A.6)has the following expliit form:�Q0 = Q0 � t; ��0 = �0 � �j�j; �i = !i � �!0�i=j�j (A.7)(the remaining variables do not hange). It redues the light-one on-straint (5) to the anonial form ��0 = 0. Choosing one of the gauge-�xingonstraint in the form �Q0 = 0 allows us to eliminate the timelike vari-ables ��0, �Q0 together with onjugated ones !0, M and to obtain thedesription on the redued phase spae P with the anonial variablesQi; Pi; �i; �i (i = 1; 2; 3).The transformation (A.5) depends expliitly on the evolution param-eter t. Thus it generates the Hamiltonian H = �� ~W=�t = M whih isthe total mass of the system. On the redued phase spae M beomesthe funtion of anonial variables. It is the positive solution of the mass-shell equation�(M;�;�) � ��M2; �4�2�2M2 ; �M2j�j2� ; ����� = 0; (A.8)where the funtion � is de�ned by eqs (6){(8).B. Basi notions on ontinued frationsLet fak 6= 0g and fb0; bkg (k = 1; 2; :::) be two sequenes of real oromplex numbers. A �nite ontinued frationfn � b0 + nKk=1(ak=bk) = b0 + a1b1 + a2b2 + .. . + anbn (B.1)(we follow the Ref. [15℄) an be onverted into an ordinary frationfn = An=Bn; (B.2)where the numerator An and denominator Bn are determined by thefollowing reurrent relations:A�1 = 1; A0 = b0; B�1 = 0; B0 = 1;Ak = bkAk�1 + akAk�2;Bk = bkBk�1 + akBk�2; k = 1; 2; :::; n: (B.3)
ICMP{00{13E 18A ontinued fration (i.e., an in�nite ontinued fration)f = b0 + 1Kk=1(ak=bk) = b0 + limn!1 nKk=1(ak=bk) (B.4)is the limit f = limn!1 fn of the sequene ffng, where fn is alled the nthappropriate fration of ontinued fration, and An, Bn are alled the nthnumerator and denominator, respetively.If the ondition (Worpitski riterium)���� akbk�1bk ���� < 14 (B.5)holds for k � 1, the ontinued fration is onvergent, i.e., j lim fnj <1. If (B.5) holds starting from some k0 > 1, the ontinued fration isonventionally onvergent, i.e., j lim fnj <1 or lim fn = �1. Otherwisethe fration an be divergent, i.e, lim fn an be not existing.Let fr0 = 1; rk 6= 0g (k = 1; 2; :::) be a sequene of real or omplexnumbers. The equivaleny transformationbk ! ~bk = rkbk; ak ! ~ak = rk�1rkak (B.6)does not hange the ontinued fration: ~f = f . If r0 6= 1 then ~f = r0f .Referenes1. Duviryak A. Fokker-type on�nement models from e�etive La-grangian in lassial Yang-Mills theory // Internat. J. Modern Phys.A, 1999, Vol 14, No 28, p. 4519{4547.2. Luha W., Sh�oberl F.F. Die Starke Wehselwirkung. EineEinf�uhrung in nihtrelativistishe Potentialmodelle. Mannheim, Bib-liographishhes Institut & F. A. Brokhaus, 1989.3. Feynman R.P., Kislinger N., Ravndel F. Current matrix elementsfrom a relativisti quark model // Phys. Rev. D, 1971, Vol 3, No 11,p. 2706{2715;Ono S. Relativisti and nonrelativisti quarkonium models // Phys.Rev. D, 1981, Vol 26, No 9, p. 2510{2513;Goebel C., LaCourse D., Olsson M.G. Systematis of some ultra-relativisti potential models // Phys. Rev. D, 1989, Vol 41, No 9,p. 2917{2923;Haysak I.I., Lengyel V.I., Shpenik A.O. Fine splitting of two-quark
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